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Society endured the strangest and most challenging of times in 2020 but, as is often the case, out of 
adversity comes opportunity and this is particularly true when we think about the digital opportunity – 
and indeed necessity – facing the sports industry today.

At Horizm, our business was founded on the principle that sport is missing its digital opportunity – one 
that now, due to COVID, is even bigger and more important than before. Our experience and understanding 
of the marketplace showed us that teams, leagues, tournaments and athletes are massively underutilising 
the immense digital inventory at their disposal. Only 9% of sports sponsorship deals are digital, even 
though more than 50% of global media consumption is on digital and more than $300bn is spent annually 
on digital advertising.

As rights holders look to generate new revenue streams, to help mitigate the impact of COVID, digital 
undoubtedly presents the best opportunity and, over the past 12 months, we are delighted to have helped 
some of the world’s leading sports properties better package and monetize their digital inventories.

In our work with these different rights holders, certain best practices have become clear and our aim 
with our Digital Standards report is to share these best practices with you. For this first edition, we have 
focused on the types of digital content the different rights holders are pushing, what seems to be working 
effectively and what the major trends on digital and social content are for sports properties everywhere. 

By looking at the different content series and analysing the best practices and key trends we have 
identified, the report provides eight key insights, giving different rights holder examples to highlight each 
one. From the increase in short term partnerships, fuelled by the flexibility, creativity and transactional 
elements that digital allows, to the power of heartfelt, authentic content focused on community stories, 
this report outlines the successes we have seen over the past 12 months and our aim is to provide a guide 
for those looking to navigate the digital landscape of what is sure to be a tricky road ahead.

I hope you enjoy!

FOREWORD

Luis Viveiros
Head of Strategy 
Horizm
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KEY INSIGHTS

Game related content continues to be 
paramount to rights holders’ strategies but, 
increasingly, value is being generated across 
off field and community stories. The focus of 
most rights holders is how to create engaging 
content that increases the connection with 
fans but can also be authentically activated 
by potential partners on top of traditional 
sponsorship deals.

1 2
One of the key trends is the increase of 
short term partnerships driven by digital 
activations. The flexible nature of digital 
and social channels is a massive advantage 
compared to traditional sponsorship.

4
Birthdays for past and present players 
offer another opportunity to post popular 
historical content that fans can engage with 
as it is non controversial content with high 
levels of engagement from fans. This includes 
posts of the best past players and legends 
which is a great way to increase the value 
generated (For example, Juventus’ birthday 
post in March for Paul Pogba). 

3
Historical posts are often some of the 
most high value content as they bring fans 
together in their collective memory (e.g. 
Inter Timeless2010: treble winning 2010 team 
content presented by Pirelli).

https://www.instagram.com/p/B9wMm9dAAgA/
https://www.instagram.com/p/B9wMm9dAAgA/
https://www.facebook.com/139132459470235/posts/3259469690769814/
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KEY INSIGHTS

7
Fan led content can be very powerful as it 
shows different sides of fandom that go beyond 
traditional game related content (e.g. FlaPets, 
is a very successful content series, where fans 
post pictures of their pets dressed in Flamengo 
merchandise).

8
Posting more frequently on match days can 
open up new commercial opportunities. 
Rights holders have the capacity to increase 
their digital output benefiting from the fan 
engagement and enthusiasm around the game 
(e.g. Chelsea is a good example  with three 
interesting partnerships Beats by Dre: players 
arriving to games with headphones; Blue 
Fuel: Dressing Room and Warm Up photos and 
Perfect Play: partnership with training ground 
content and other Warm Up photos).

5
The excitement around the transfer market 
has meant that rights holders’ have become 
increasingly creative around announcing new 
signings and players’ departures. For some of 
the rights holders, these emotional montages 
and thank you videos were some of the most 
valuable content (e.g. #ObrigadoJonas was 
the most popular content for Benfica in 2019). 

6
Looking at some of the smaller properties, 
they do a great job on storytelling. This 
type of content is more viral and reaches 
audiences outside their smaller traditional 
fanbases and are often as much as 10 times 
as valuable as the next most valuable posts 
(e.g. For example, FIVB’s most valuable posts 
are posts of a dog playing as well as a fan 
video that together far exceed the value of 
matchday posts and highlights).

https://twitter.com/Flamengo/status/1243983162969030658
https://www.instagram.com/p/CB3gV_dJtG1/
http://Blue Fuel
http://Blue Fuel
https://www.instagram.com/p/CGu4n-Ysk3e/
https://www.facebook.com/212504785715/posts/10162038324680716/
https://www.facebook.com/241842654006/posts/10157378738119007/
https://www.facebook.com/241842654006/posts/10157249408149007/
https://www.facebook.com/241842654006/posts/10157249408149007/


EXAMPLES OF 
CONTENT SERIES
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CONTENT CATEGORIES

Analyzing the content series posted by different rights holders, we identified 8 key categories in three 
groups: 

GAME RELATED PRE/POST
GAME EVENTS

01. Game related 

PLAYER RELATED 
EVENTS

GAME RELATED
BEST MOMENTS

AWARDS

02. Best moments, awards & accolades 

OFF FIELD COMMUNITY HISTORIC

03. Community & Off Field 
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01. GAME RELATED CONTENT CONTINUES TO BE 
KING, DRIVING THE MAJORITY OF ENGAGEMENT

GAME RELATED
·  Match Kickoff 

·  Match Half Time 

·  Match Full Time 

·  Goals 

·  Substitutions 

·  Shots (Ace, SuperSpike, Basket) 

·  Results 

·  Live Results / Broadcast

PRE / POST GAME EVENTS

·  Match Announcement 

·  Order of Play / Schedule 

·  Squad List / Starting Eleven 

·  Press Conference 

·  Warm up 

·  Training   

 

·  Podium Selfie 

·  Dressing Room 

·  Player Arrival 

·  Tournament/Game Countdown 

·  Photo Gallery
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02. BEST MOMENTS, AWARDS, ACCOLADES ARE 
ALSO IMPORTANT SPONSORABLE TYPE CONTENT

GAME RELATED BEST MOMENTS
• Highlights

• Man of the Match

• Shot of the Day

• Fastest Lap

• Winning Moment 

• Save of the Day

 

AWARDS & ACCOLADES

• Player of the week / month / year

• Save of the week / month / year

• Goal of the week / month / year

• Team of the week / month / year

• Team/Player Rankings

• Hall of Fame

 

PLAYER RELATED EVENTS

• Birthday

• Player Announcement

• Player Departure

• International Call ups
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03. COMMUNITY AND OFF FIELD TYPE CONTENT 
INCREASINGLY USED IN RIGHTS HOLDERS’ STRATEGY

OFF FIELD
• Quiz

• Behind the Scenes

• Tour/Tournament Diaries

• Ask the Athlete

• Academy

 

• Stats (Player Milestones)

• Podcasts

COMMUNITY

• Fan-Led Content e.g. Pets, 

Selfies

• At Home Challenges

• Community Events

 

 

HISTORIC

• History

• Throwback Thursday

• On this Day

• Goal of the Day

• Specific Historical Event

 



KEY BEST 
PRACTICES & 

TRENDS
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WE ANALYZED THE BEST PRACTICES AND KEY 
TRENDS ON 10 SPECIFIC CONTENT SERIES

Short Term 
Partnerships

Birthday 
Posts

Kit
Announcements

Streaming & Live 
Video Content

Fan Led 
Content9

7

5

3

1

10

8

6

4

2 Historical 
Posts

Transfer Market
/Player Signing

Player 
Departures /
Thank You

Importance of 
Storytelling

Matchday
Content
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01. SHORT TERM PARTNERSHIPS

Short-term partnerships on rights holders’s social media offer 
opportunities for brands to engage with the rights holders 
audience in a very targeted and flexible way.

Chelsea and Arsenal have agreed on a collaboration with the brand 
NERF and the release of the NERF Ultra One Blaster,  creating 
content with their players and encouraging fans to get involved 
using #NERFUltraChallenge.

Clubs like Benfica have started to create specific packages for 
games and/or periods of the year. In this example, Benfica offered 
a digital partnership around their Man of the Match Award and have 
previously offered the opportunity for a brand to be a Matchday 
Sponsor across their social channels.

Best Practices: 

• Partnerships focussed around key time periods for brands, for 
example, Black Friday, Christmas Sales or important events 
during the year. 

• Flexibility of these type of deals is a massive advantage 
compared to traditional sponsorship and highlights the 
importance of producing highly engaging content of the field

        throughout the year. 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CHGOPX5lMNG/
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02. HISTORICAL POSTS

The two most common content series for both large football 
properties and all other rights-holders are throwback and historical 
content and birthday posts (often overlapping). 

For big properties these content series are worth seven figure fees 
over the season driven mainly by the volume and the ability to 
produce constant content. 

Best Practices: 

• Narrowing down content around most popular historical 
content so proposition for brands is clearer and guarantees 
significant engagement and reach, e.g.

 ɸ Inter Timeless2010: treble winning 2010 team content 
presented by Pirelli.

 ɸ FA 5 of the Best: England players best goals presented by 
Deliveroo.

 ɸ #BestJuveGoal: Competition where fans vote presented 
by Linglong Tires.

 ɸ This type of content, tends not be controversial as they 
remember historical, often very positive events, which 
makes it a very sponsorable type of content for brands. 

https://www.facebook.com/139132459470235/posts/3259469690769814/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6IDgx0FDUxg
https://www.facebook.com/171522852874952/posts/3832446226782578/
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03. BIRTHDAY POSTS

Similar to throwback and historical content, Birthday posts offer opportunities for highly engaging, consistent 
content where rights-holders have greater ownership and control of the content they put out, compared to 
match day posts.

Best Practices:

• Rights holders with the highest performing average Birthday posts include legends and past players content, 
which is often the most popular. For example, Juventus regularly do this (e.g. birthday post in March for their 
former player, Paul Pogba).

• Additionally, best performing posts use birthdays to post montages of a player’s best goals, assists, skills or a 
particular memorable moment, not just a photo or video message. 
 

https://www.instagram.com/p/B9wMm9dAAgA/
https://www.facebook.com/19034719952/posts/10151968902489953/
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04. TRANSFER MARKET / PLAYER SIGNINGS

The excitement around the transfer market on social media has 
meant that club’s have become increasingly creative around 
announcing new signings, which means these posts offer 
opportunities for clubs (e.g. after Juventus signed Ronaldo they 
gained around a million new followers on social media).

Best Practices: 

• Specific Hashtags e.g. #WelcomeChristian (Inter), 
#OohLaAreola (Fulham), #WelcomeBackGigi (Juventus) are 
common practice, easy to be shared, and to build partnerships 
around. These were also some of the most valuable and 
popular examples.

• Not currently an area where clubs tend to activate, although 
AS Roma’s campaigns around finding missing children 
are a good example of the reach these posts can get. 
 

https://www.facebook.com/139132459470235/posts/3026039170779535/
https://twitter.com/FulhamFC/status/1303768635652165633
https://www.instagram.com/p/BzgWIz7Imd8/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/football/49892443
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05. KIT ANNOUNCEMENTS

With football clubs releasing as many as three kits a year, the reaction on social media makes these posts among some 
of the most valuable. 

They are important posts from a content perspective but also as internal marketing contributing to merchandise sales.

Best Practices: 

• Clubs frequently post images from photo shoots, as well as tag the kit manufacturers in the matchday posts, in 
the weeks following the new kit releases in order to maximise exposure. 

• The Real Madrid post (below) unveiling their third kit for this season was one of the most valuable posts on the 
platform and there were other posts revealing kits that reached six-figure sums.

• Kit reveals for the 2020/21 season also revealed the growing popularity of the Women’s game and the 
need for clubs to capitalise on this. With international stars like Alex Morgan and Tobin Heath moving 
to England, English clubs have seen Women’s merchandise sales soar and in September 2020, Rose 
Lavelle was in the top 10 bestselling male or female players’ shirt names on Manchester City’s official 
online store. This highlights the opportunity to appeal to a wider fan base by including Women’s players 
in the content surrounding new kits like many rights holders already do and in turn drive higher sales. 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CE6IlTlJ2rB/
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06. PLAYER DEPARTURES / #THANKYOU

Player departures are often an emotional event where fans can say 
their goodbyes and relive memories with a popular player. These 
montages and thank you videos drive significant engagement.

Best Practices: 

• Using an emotional departure can drive interaction with the 
club’s own fans but can also attract attention from fans of the 
player’s new club. 

• When Diogo Jota left Wolverhampton Wanderers for Liverpool, 
the club posted a video of his top 10 goals for the club. It 
provided a platform for Liverpool fans to interact with the club 
as well. 

• Content surrounding retirements tends to get significant 
levels of engagement, as clubs maximise the opportunity to 
post memorable moments from their player’s career.

• #ObrigadoJonas was the most popular content for Benfica 
in 2019, with popularity driven by great behind the scenes 
access, and dressing room coverage, of the player’s final

        moments in a Benfica shirt. 

https://www.facebook.com/125767659596/posts/10158449459474597/
https://www.facebook.com/212504785715/posts/10162038324680716/
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07. STREAMING & LIVE VIDEO CONTENT

Broadcasting competitions, or live streaming around the game, are important media strategies for some of the rights 
holders analyzed. For example, ATP TOUR is a property that have benefited from this strategy.  Our analysis shows that live 
video content accounts for the majority of ATP’s inventory and are posted more frequently than photos. In many cases 
the importance of streaming grew in 2020, with the restrictions on access to live sport due to COVID and with restrictions 
looking set to continue for the foreseeable future, streaming will continue to be the primary - if not only - way for fans to 
follow their team in 2021.

Best Practices:

• Streaming events are especially important for smaller 
properties especially ones without large TV deals for 
games.

• FEI: 6 of the Top 20 Most valuable posts were Facebook 
Live videos of competitions e.g. Leipzig Qualifier. 

• Middlesex County Cricket Club’s live streaming of games 
via YouTube is a good example of driving value in the 
current situation where no fans allowed in grounds. 
Six recent live streams amongst most valuable posts. 

• However, even for bigger clubs with big TV deals, live 
streaming around the game can generate important 
value. For example, Flamengo’s Facebook live posts 
on match days (#MengaoAoVivo) of build up to their 
game, commentary, live comments and reaction lasting 
over 4 hours are the client’s most valuable posts on the 
platform for 2020.

https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?v=633675040711087&ref=watch_permalink
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OuAfV83CkG0
https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?v=734794597052283&ref=watch_permalink
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08. IMPORTANCE OF STORYTELLING ON DIGITAL

Analysing some smaller properties or Federations, that 
don’t have recurring game related content, highlights the 
importance of storytelling and how content that reaches 
audiences outside their smaller traditional fanbases is often as 
much as 10 times as valuable as the next most valuable posts.  
 
Best Practices:

• For example, FIVB’s three best performing posts are two 
posts of a dog playing as well as a fan video that together 
far exceed the value of matchday posts and highlights.  

• Similarly, the FEI have benefited from posts that have gone viral 
with Endo the blind horse post and the second most valuable 
post being a heartwarming performance of a paralympic rider.

• FIH also followed this trend, with their second best performing 
post being a video of the an international over 80s game.  
 
 

Similarly, analysis of some other clients highlighted how humour, 
storytelling and non-matchday posts are often the most successful.  
 
Best Practices:

• #WimbledonRecreated: montage narrated by Duchess of 
Cambridge (see left) was the second most valuable post on the 
platform for the tournament.

 
• ‘The Ballkid Moment’: Video of Nadal interview about ballgirl 

was one of most successful posts for the Australian Open. 

• NTT Cycling’s best performing post was a video of a rider 
and his son on his final ride. Similarly, analysis of some 
other clients highlighted how humour, storytelling and 
non-matchday posts are often the most successful.  

• Particularly for smaller properties and less-traditionally 
popular sports (although these ones can benefit from it 
as well), campaigns and activations outside of matchdays 
could be a more attractive proposition to brands.  

• The other key benefit for brands is that allows them to better 
control the narrative and storytelling rather than being limited to 
a game score or specific event.

https://www.facebook.com/241842654006/posts/10157378738119007/
https://www.facebook.com/241842654006/posts/10157249408149007/
https://www.facebook.com/178629622184438/posts/2057633860950662/
https://www.facebook.com/178629622184438/posts/2171590989554948/
https://www.facebook.com/211454462257570/posts/2128943667175297/
https://twitter.com/Wimbledon/status/1277534834798350336
https://www.facebook.com/48160623614/posts/10158139251038615/
https://www.facebook.com/764660530334964/posts/1725619864239021/
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09. FAN LED CONTENT

Fan led content can be very powerful, as it allows fans to 
participate on the rights holders social channels and produce 
highly entertaining and engaged content. Like with streaming, 
this form of content took on great significance during the first 
lockdown as fans sought to replace the physical connectivity of 
live sport with greater levels of digital connection and will continue 
to be important as further lockdown restrictions are implemented.

Best Practices: 

• This type of content is prone to community focused and 
storytelling posts, showing different sides of fandom that go 
beyond traditional game related content.

• FlaPets, is one of the most successful type of contents that 
Flamengo pushes through their social channels, where fans 
post pictures of their pets dressed in Flamengo merchandising 
(right).

• With lockdown impacting sports around the world, rights 
holders also began to rely on fans to produce engaging and 
funny content with #TennisAtHome from the ATP just one 
example of the success of this type of content series. 

• This can be particularly powerful for brands that want to 
sponsor non controversial, highly engaging content, close to

        their consumers.   

https://twitter.com/Flamengo/status/1243983162969030658
https://twitter.com/atptour/status/1251484608660557825
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10. MATCHDAY CONTENT

Posting more frequently on match days can open up new 
commercial opportunities, drive internal business units or create 
more value for existing partners.

Rights holders have the capacity to increase their digital output 
especially around the ‘Pre/Post Game Events’ benefiting from the 
fan engagement and enthusiasm around the game, which can be 
more easily upscaled and eventually lead to the creation of new 
revenue streams.

Best Practices: 

• Chelsea is a good example of a team that is very active and the 
following are three examples of activated content options not 
commonly explored by rights holders:

 ɸ Beats by Dre: players arriving to games or dressing room 
with headphones.

 ɸ Blue Fuel: Dressing Room and Warm Up photos with logo or 
product placement. 

 ɸ Perfect Play: partnership with training ground content 

and other Warm Up photos.  

https://www.instagram.com/p/CB3gV_dJtG1/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CGcmxypscah/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CGu4n-Ysk3e/
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CONCLUSIONS

The strange, restricted times we all find ourselves in, have led to the acceleration of digital habits and the 
increase of digital content consumption. 

Amidst this background, authentic, emotive storytelling that taps into fan’s sense of humour, nostalgia or 
community continues to be the best way to drive engagement and rights holders that embrace this approach 
are seeing the best results.

Short-term partnerships, driven by the flexibility of digital, have proved successful, such as Budweiser’s recent 
644 collaboration with Messi, and significant opportunities lie in carving up the digital matchday experience 
and using the content creatively to drive value for different partners.

It is clear that impact of COVID will continue to be felt across sport in 2021 and as a result, digital services such 
as streaming, and fan content, will take on greater importance – and provide greater opportunities – as fans 
seek to maintain the societal connections that live sport provides.

COMING SOON...

As part of its continuing improvements, Horizm will enrich its platform with the Intelligenz and Envision 
modules.

Those modules will have the objective of helping our clients compare their performances with key competitors 
and predicting their performance based on specific internal metrics or on different competitors’’ content 
strategies.

Once those are available we will be able to further solidify our best practices report and enhance it with 
comparative activity and performance metrics as well as be more quantitative in the identification of those 
best practices.

ABOUT US
Horizm is the future of digital revenue generation in sports. 

Founded in 2019, the company was born with the goal of being the number one digital asset platform for the 
global sports and entertainment industries; to revolutionize the way rights holders operate in our new digital 
era and fully support them across their digital commercial lifecycles.

Horizm provides a new, real-time solution to digital inventory management, leveraging artificial intelligence to 
help sports and entertainment brands rights holders track, value and monetize their digital media, including:
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